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Barge traffic on the Upper Mississippi River .isof vital importance
to the economy of the Twin Cities and the Upper Midwest. For instance, a
study by the Upper Mississippi Waterway Association concluded that the
river system handled 56 percent of the area’s grain exports, 41 percent of
the area’s fertilizer, and 28 percent of its refined petroleum products [6].
In addition about one of every three persons residing in the Upper Mississippi
River Basin is served by electricity obtained from barged coal.
The volume of commodities barged to and from Twin Cities area ter-
minals has increased some 2.3 and 10.3 percent per year, respectively, in the
last decade and a half [6]. However, in spite of the importance of waterborne
commerce to the Twin Cities and the surrounding area comprising the St.
Paul District waterways, there has been little systematic study of current
and future requirements for waterborne movements to and from the region.
Most recent studies of waterway commerce growth rates on the Upper
Mississippi have focused on projecting volumes through Lock and Dam 26 at
Alton, Illinois. These Lock and Dam 26 projections are based on a product
mix inappropriate for the Upper Midwest and the Twin Cities because of the
influence of industrial shipments from the Illinois River and the Chicago
area. The Lock
of which is the
of 1973 and the
projections for
and Dam 26 volume projections have other shortcomings, one
use of base periods which occurred prior to the OPEC oil embargo
Russian wheat sales in 1972 and 1973. Other problems with the
Lock and Dam 26 are the heavy reliance on demographic and indus-
trial growth patterns, which are not likely to continue [5]. Growth in shipment
volumes of bulk commodities such as coal and ore are generally from mine to2
power plant or mine to smelter and not between major population centers.
Similarly shipments of agricultural commodities originate in rural areas and
not in population centers. A review of the I.iteratureon projections for the
Upper Mississippi by Fruin, Young, Easter, and .Jenscnprovides a comparison
of these studies [4].
Subsequent to that review, the Upper Mississippi Waterway Association
projected future barge traffic on the Upper Mississippi to the year 2000 for
three major commodity groups [9]. The authors projected an average annual
growth of 4 percent for energy commodities or a doubling of movements by the
year 2000. Shipments of agricultural commodities were projected to increase
at a rate of 3 percent and the movement of all other commodities were projected
to increase at a rate of 1.7 percent to the year 2000. However, the Waterway
Association study also was for the entire Upper Mississippi and did not
delineate any differential growth in upbound and downbound movements.
Consequently this study was undertaken to determine tileprobable future
movements of bulk commodities by barge to and from river ports in the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers’ St. Paul.District. The projected movements are
analyzed in physical. and economic terms useful to the formulation and evalua-
tion of alternative river management plans by the Corps of Engineers and other
interested agencies.
The study area is shown in Figure 1. It includes the Mississippi River
from Lock and Dam 10 near Gutenberg, Iowa to the head of the 9 foot navigation
channel near the Soo Line Bridge in north Minneapolis. Also included are the
portions of the Minnesota, St. Croix, and Black Rivers with 9 foot navigation
channels.
The study developed specific commodity projections for 1985 for St.
Paul District ports. Projections were made for 21 commodities accounting for3
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over 97 percent of barged shipments to and from the Twin Cities area in 1976.
Volume projections were made for a baseline case and six possible variations of
the baseline case. Barge requirements, lockage requirements, and lockage
utilizations were also projected. T.naclditi.on, an analysis was performed on
the effect of user charges on the total commercial barging bill for 1975.
Summary of Existing Conditions
Agricultural. and energy related products account for nearly all the
barge shipments made from the Twin Cities area [6]. The agricultural products,
primarily corn, soybeans, wheat, and other small.grains shipped from St. Paul
District ports travel long distances, generally terminating in the New Orleans -
Baton Rouge area of the lower Mississippi River. This may be substantiated by
reference to Tables A-1 to A-4 of Appendix A.
Energy products are somewhat less consistent. Ports in the Twin Cities
area serve as major rail to barge transshipping points for western coal from
Montana and Wyoming. However, western coal shipments are largely intradistrict
shipments to other district ports as shown in Table A-5 of Appendix A. Of
2.4 million tons of coal shipped from Twin Cities ports in 1975, over 1.8 mil-
lion tons went to other terminals in the St. Paul District where they are counted
as receipts. Another 3 million tons of coal from Midwestern sources such as
Illinois or Kentucky entered the District by barge in 1975. Virtually all of
this coal had to pass through Lock and Dam 26 at Alton, Illinois. The largest
proportion of the Midwestern coal goes to the Allen S. King power plant on the
St. Croix River in Pool 3. Large amounts of Midwestern coal are also received
at power plants near Lansing, 1A, and Genoa, WI, in Pool 9, at Alma. WI. in
Pool 5, and the 131ackdogplant on the Minnesota River,5
There are also major intradistrict shipments of refined petroleum
products. Tables A-8 and A-9 of Appendix A contain 1975 data on gasoline
and distillate fuel oil shipments from District ports. These categories
account for 97 percent of all District petroleum products shipments. Nearly
all are from refineries on Pool 2 with about three-fourths of the shipments
to terminals in St. Paul which do not require any lockages.
In the Twin Cities area, barge receipts of sand, gravel, and rock are
second only to coal in volume. However, these categories consist of very
short movements. Ninety-nine percent of all the shipments of sand, gravel,
and rock from St. Paul District ports occur at Pool 2 terminals and three-
fourths of these are intradistrict shipments to St. Paul terminals which do
not require lockages. The remainder of sand and gravel goes short distances
to other local terminals.
Simple tonnage figures, therefore, do not provide complete and accurate
information on existing conditions for riverborne navigation in the St. Paul
District. Some major movements do not require lockages while others traverse
all 13 locks. In terms of lock capacity under existing conditions in the
St. Paul District, the highest utilization occurs at Lock and Dam 2 near Hastings.
During peak months of commercial recreational navigation, this lock reaches
higher levels of utilization than any other in the district, being frequently
occupied from 50 percent to 60 percent of the hours in each month. Lock and
Dam 10 near Gutenberg is the next busiest, followed closely by Lock and Dam 3
at Red Wing. These locks are also occupied more than ha~.f the time during peak
months .
At Lock and Dam 2, 45 percent of the tonnage locked through is farm
products, and 40 percent is energy products. These percentage breakdowns are6
roughly the same for Lock and Dam 10. The total tonnage throu@ Lock and
Dam 10 is 25 percent greater than what is locked through Lock and Dam 2, but
the utilization is less due to fewer recreational craft. These locks, as
potential bottlenecks, are a key factor in the economic infrastructure of the
upper Midwest.
METHODOLOGY
The baseline projections for 1985 for St. Paul District ports are based
primarily upon a previous analysis of Twin Cities area ports [6]. The selection
of commodities and commodity groupings correspond to those developed for the
Army Corps of Engineers Inland Navigation Systems Analysis (INSA) project [12,13],
A listing of the INSA categories and the commodities in each is presented in
Appendix D.
Twenty-one INSA commodity classifications were selected for analysis.
The criterion for selection was that each classification had 1.975movements in
excess of 50,000 tons. These commodities represent 99 percent of the 1976
Twin Cities shipments, and 98 percent of the 1976 Twin Cities receipts.
Projections were developed for 1985 based on a commodity-by-commodity analysis
for each of the 21 selected commodities. These projections were done for each
pool in the St. Paul District study area (see Figure 1). However, no projec-
tions were made for Pools 5A and 7 since these POO.lSlack terminal facilities
for handling bulk commodity shipments.
Twin Cities area data was assembled for a 14 year period from Waterborne
Commerce of the U.S., Part 2, for the calendar years 1963 to 1976 inclusive [10].
Average annual rates of growth (or decline) were calculated for each commodity on
a continuously compounded basis for at least four periods. The periods for these
average annual growth rates are: (1) the entire 1963-1976 period; (2) the firstten-year period, 1963–1973; (3) the last ten-year period, 1966-1976; (4) the
period since the 1973 oil embargo, 1973-1976. For most of the commodities,
a representative growth rate was selected from among the calculated rates or
growth for the projections. The base value for the Twin Cities projections
was calculated as the mean tonnage from 1973 through 1976. The rates of growth
were projected to continue through 1985.
For downstream pools, data was collected from unpublished INSA sources
[15]. Data from 1975 served as the base value for projecting downstream pools.
The same representative growth rates as devel.opecl for each commodity from the
Twin Cities data were used in making the prc>.jections for tl~edownstream pools.
For a few commodities it was necessary to modify the representative
growth rate. Modifications were made where appropriate after a review of the
marketable surplus available for shipment and the probable requirements for
receipts. This review was especially important in the case of farm products
where a programming model provided upper limits on commodity volumes available
for barge shipment on District waterways in 1985, and for coal when shifts
from Midwestern to Western sources had to be individually considered.
The representative growth rates, base values, and necessary modifications
were used to develop a 1985 baseline case projection on a commodity-by-commodity
basis for each pool. The baseline case is considered the most like
of bulk commodity flows in the District in 1985.
Alterations were then made in the baseline case projections :
y outcome
n order
to estimate the effect that various assumptions about future waterborne commodity
flows would have in the St. Paul District. These variations are incorporated
into Scenarios 1 through 5.
Scenario 1A projects a 50 percent increase in raw farm product ship-
ments over the baseline case, while Scenario lB calls for a 50 percent decline.8
Scenarios 2 and 3 develop alternative coal movements pertaining to western
Vs . midwestem coal and the location of coal.burning facilities. Scenario 4
combines the assumptions of Scenarios 1A and 2, while Scenario 5 assumes the
elements of Scenarios 1A and 3.
User charges impact
barge movements in the St.
1975 product movement, and
allotting 400 tonmiles per
is assessed below as it would have affected 1975
Paul District. Tonrnileswere calculated for
gallons of fuel consumption were estimated by
gallon of fuel. User charges of 2, 4, 6, and
8 cents/gallon of fuel were then applied in order to derive total associated
cost figures.
The trip/lockage requirements for barged traffic on the St. Paul District
waterways were calculated using the data on barge requirements, and utilizing
the capacity of the locks to handle dry cargo and liquid tank barges. The
lockage requirements presented below are minimum possible outcomes based on
the volume projections given above lor the baseline case and the various
scenarios. Furthermore, the requirements for
adjustment made.to reduce the amount of empty
empty dry cargo barges from upstream movement
raw farm products reflect an
barge Iockagcs by assuming that
of coal and miscellaneous products
are utilized for farm product shipments whenever possible.
on Lock and Dams 1, 2, 3, 10, and the Minnesota River.
Throughout the study there is a focus on three major
The analysis focuses
commodity groupings:
(1) coal, (2) raw farm products, and (3) miscellaneous products. Individual
commodity projections not elsewhere presented in the text are available in
Appendix B (shipments) and Appendix C (receipts).9
BASELINE PROJECTIONS
Raw Farm Products
As reported in an earlier study, barge shipments of bulk commodities
from the Twin Cities area are dominated by raw farm products, which accounted
for more than 3/5 of the 1976 total [6]. However, the previous study was
limited to the pools in the immediate vicinity of the TtvinCities, while the
present study considers all pools in the St. Paul District, which extends to
Lock and Dam 10 near Gutenberg, Iowa.
In the present study, the Twin Cities ports are projected to ship
8.2 million tons, or 76 percent of the projected 1985 District baseline barge
shipments of raw farm products, including corn, wheat, soybeans, and oats.
Minnesota River ports are projected to handle 5.9 million tons of raw farm
products, nearly 3/4 of the Twin Cities volume, and over 1/2 of the District
baseline total in 1985. The projected 1985 shipments of raw farm products are
presented by pool in Table 1. The projections of the individual commodities
in the group may be found in Appendix B.
The District baseline forecast for farm products is projected at 10.8
million tons, of which corn accounts for more than 1/2. Next is wheat with
about 1/3 of the total, followed by soybeans with J.5percent and oats with
only 1.3 percent of the District baseline total.
The most important pools for raw farm product shipments in 1985, in
descending order, are the Minnesota River, St. Paul, Pool 10 (McGregor and
Clayton, IA), and Pool 6 (Winona, MN). These pools account for about 90 per-
cent of the projected 1985 shipments of raw farm products from the District.
However, the volume that is shipped from the Minnesota River and St. Paul
pools dwarfs the amount barged in the other downstream pools. Twin Cities10
area ports account for about 3-1/5 times the projected 1985 raw farm products
shipments from all other ports in the District.
As evident in Table 1, the projected S985 baseline forecast for raw
farm products is nearly double the total shipments reported in 1.975. The pools
displaying the largest gains relative to 1975 are the Winona-LaCrosse pools,
followed by the Minnesota River and Lock and Dam I’ool10, although in an
absolute sense, the Minnesota River gains far more than any other pool or
pools combined. In fact, the Minnesota River is projected to ship more in
1985 than the entire District shipped in 1975.
Table 2 shows the minimum number of b~rges required to ship the pro-
jected tonnages of raw farm products for the baseline case. Each barge is
assumed to be loaded to capacity of 1450 tons. Consecluently the 1975 barge
requirements may differ from actual barge loads shipped to tileextent that
the 1975 farm product barges had a different capacity or were not filled. This
commodity group is projected in the 1985 baseline case to require an additional
3500 barge loads or nearly double the 1975 number.
Coal
Unlike raw farm products, projection of coal movement by barge in the
St. Paul District requires important distinctions between shipments and receipts,
as well as the origins of the coal.. Future coal movements are currently much
more difficult to predict than other commodities due to uncertainties about
the course of Federal energy policy and environmental
baseline projection assumes that any new power plants
western Wisconsin that come on line prior to the late
coal which will be received by unit train. Currently
requirements. The 1985
servicing Minnesota and
1980’s will use westerq
existing power plants inthe St. Paul District which are served by barge will continue to get both
Midwestern and western coal by water. The proportion of utility coal from
the west will gradually increase as older boilers are replaced. However, the
total amount of eastern coal required may increase slowly because of coal use
by industry. Many industrial boilers require coal with specifications not
available from western mines and are expected to rely on Midwestern coal [7].
These projections do not include any large additional transshipping
requirements. There has been speculation that the Twin Cities might become a
major western coal transshipping port servicing a large part of the Upper
Midwest. However, if this occurs, it is unlikely to happen before the late
1980’s. Most of the current or planned mine capacity on the BN main line
between Billings, MT and the llrinCities is under contract. It is expected
that most of the new mine capacity and
Basin will be in the Gillette, WY area
running across Nebraska rather than on
coal production in the Powder River
near the Burlington Northern main line
the more northern routes through
Minnesota. Consequently, the most economical movement to the major Midwestern
population centers, whether transshipped to barges or not, will be across
Nebraska and Iowa, rather than Montana and Minnesota. (Increased lake ship-
ments via Duluth will of course have to come across Minnesota.) The new
coal mine construction activity is located on the southern route for a variety
of reasons including the higher extraction tax in Montana, and environmental dis-
putes. In addition, the distance to several major population centers gives
a transportation cost advantage to the Gillette area.
Table 3 gives the projected requirements for midwestern coal by pool
for the baseline case. The baseline case projection is quite similar to
the pattern of Midwestern coal receipts in 1975 and 1977, as shown in Appendix A.12
There will continue to be requirements for tlw higher energy content Mid-
western coal by existing power plants and industrial users as well as the
possibility of increased industrial use of mi.dwestern coal. Some industrial
users have coal.burning facilities designed for Midwestern coal.that were
used prior to natural gas. It is also possible that some western coal may
be transshipped at southern locations such as St. Louis, MO or Keokuk, IA
to the southern part of the district. However, such western coal would have
the same impacts as Midwestern coal for the purposes of this analysis.
The 1985 baseline coal projection calls for 3.1 million tons of micl-
western coal receipts in the St. Paul District, Lock and Dam Pool 9
(Lansing/Cenoa) will acquire 42 percent of this total.,making it by far the
largest recipient of Midwestern coal by barge. III1975, all.receipts of
rnidwestern coal in the District were slightly less than 3.0 million tons.
Table 4 contains the 1985 baseline projections by pool for shipments
of western coal from ports in the St, Paul District. Note that some of the
pools will have net receipts rather than shipments. These pools are indicated
as having negative shipments of western coal. The total District shipments
of western coal are projected at 3.0 million tons for the baseline case in
1985, whereas the net District shipments, i.e. only those shipments leaving
the District, total less than 0.9 million tons. In comparison, the 1975 western
coal shipments totaled 2.3 million tons, with 1,793,843 tons unloaded in the
District and 514,691 tons leaving the District.
In 1975, Minneapolis and St. Paul were the only pools in the District
serving as shipping points for western coal barges. The Minnesota River and
the St. Croix River were the largest recipients of the western coal shipments
in 1975, each receiving more than the out-of-District total. The 1985 base-13
line projection calls for a similar alignment of western coal shipments
and receipts among the pools , with the exception that extradistrict shipments
will.be about as great as shipments destined for any pool within the District.
The baseline case projects a 71 percent increase in western coal shipments
leaving the District.
Tables 5A and 5B contain the 1985 barge requirements for the baseline
case for both western and Midwestern coal by pool using 1450 tons per barge.
Midwestern coal will. not require empty barges for loaclinfi within the District,
since the shipments originate below Loclcand Dam Pool 10. It is projected,
however, that about 2200 coal barges carryinx Midwestern coal will be unloading
and available for backhauls at District ports in 1985, with Loclcand Dam Pool 9
receiving the most mi.dweste.rn coal barges, nearly 900.
Western coal shipments will originate mainly at St. Paul and Minneapolis
ports. These two ports will need over 2000 barges for western coal shipments
in 1985. However, since 1400 of these barges will be unloaded beiore passinz
Lock and Dam 10, only 600 loaded western coal barges will be leaving the
District.
Tables 6 and 7 contain the total coal shipments and receipts, respec-
tively, by pool for 1975 and 1985. These two tables combine the data, dis–
cussed above, on Midwestern and western coal movements. The 1985 baseline
projection for District coal shipments is 3.0 million tons, a 30 percent
increase over 1975 shipments of 2.3 million tons. All District shipments
are of western coal. The baseline projection for receipts is 5.2 million tons
for the District in 1985 vs. 4.8 million in 1975. The baseline receipts are
projected to be 60 percent Midwestern coal and 40 percent coal from western
sources. This is roughly equivalent to the 1975 shares by source.14
Tables 8 and 9 present the barge situation due to coal movements
in the District. In Tab.Le8, the shipment requirements are presented, which
are the same as those discussed above for western coal shipments. 11e
District baseline projection is 477 barges greater than 1975 for shipments.
For District receipts, Table 9 shows that total coal.barges unloading at
District ports in 1985 will be about 317 greater than 1.975.
Miscellaneous Products
These commodities other than raw farm products and coal, with a 1.975
volume of shipments or receipts exceeding 50,000 tons, are included in thp
category of miscellaneous products. The 1985 projections for miscellaneous
barge shipments and receipts are presented in Tables 10A through llB.
Tables 10A and 10B present the projections for miscellaneous dry cargo and
liquid tank shipments, respectively. Receipts, on the other hand, are
presented in Tables 11A and llB. The individual. commodity projections for
those commodities making
Appendix B for shipments
Miscellaneous dry
up the miscellaneous category may be found in
and Appendix C for receipts.
cargo shipments in the District are projected
to increase by 40 percent over the 1975 total, while the liquid tank shipments
are projected to remain unchanged from their 1975 level. ‘~he2.4 million tons
of dry cargo shipments projected for the District in 1985 is 685,811.tons greater
than the 1975 volume. This increase is mainly attributable to projected increases
of processed agricultural products. The liquid tank shipments are petroleum
products, which are not anticipated to be any greater in 1985 than the 1.3
million tons shipped by barge 1975.
Miscellaneous dry cargo barge receipts in the District are projected
at 2.9 million tons in 1985, a 15 percent increase over 1975. Miscellaneous15
liquid tank barge receipts are projected to increase by about 8 percent to
2.4 million tons in 1.985. The modest increase in liquid tank barge receipts
of 174,011 tons indicates the declining importance of bar~cs in handling
petroleum products in the face of greatly increased demand for these products.
An interpool comparison of the projected 1985 miscellaneous commodity
movements reveals that Lock and Dam Pool 2 will account for 48 percent of the
dry cargo shipments and 99 percent of the liquid tank shipments. St. Paul
will get 40 percent of the dry cargo recc’iptsand 57 percent of tileliquid
tank receipts.
Most miscellaneous movements are .intradistrictshipments. In fact,
only 22 percent of 1975 miscellaneous barge shipments left the District.
Furthermore, a majority of miscellaneous barge shipments are intrapool move-
ments that do not require locking. Appendix A contains tables displaying
the 1975 shipments of selected miscellaneous commodities by port of destination.
It is of interest to note that all of the District sand, Gravel, and rock ship-
ments, which are 2/3 of the miscellaneous dry car~o total, originate in
and Dam Pool 2 and terminate upriver at St. Paul or Minneapolis ports.
more, most of the liquid tanks, or petroleum products, follow a similar
Thus , the net miscellaneous flows out of the District will be much less





Table 12 presents a percentage breakdown by commodity of miscellaneous
shipments and receipts. Two of the largest categories for both shipments and
receipts, petroleum products and sand gravel and rock, are primarily intra-
district transfers, such that the net miscellaneous shipments and’receipts into
and out of the District are much lower. However, these movements are included
in the analysis as they impact the supply of barges, require fleeting, theinterpool transfers require lockages, and tileintrapool tr<ans[crsare primarily
in the heavily traveled TtiinCities area,
Barge requirements for miscellaneous products shipments and receipts
are contained in Tables 10A through lIB. The miscellaneous dry cargo shipments
in the District will require 1673 barges in 1985, and the licluidtank shipments
will require 928. Lock and Dam Pool 2 will.need about 1./2of the dry cargo
and nearly all of the liquid tank barge requirements. Miscellaneous receipts,
on the other hand, will provide 1985 dry carso and 1674 l.iqui.cl tank barges
in 1985, a majority of them at St. Paul ports.
All Commodities ..—————.
Total.bargo shipments by pool for all.commodities combined are presented
in Table 13. The projected 1985 volume is 17.5 million tons, 59 percent greater
than 1.975. The difference between the 1975 and 1985 totals, 6.5 million tons,
is due almost entirely to the increase in raw farm product shipmeots of 5.1
million tons. Table 14 contrasts the volume shares by commodity group. Raw
farm products are projected at 61 percent of the 1985 total shipments for all
commodities, up from 51 percent in 1975, Coal shipments are projected to
remain at about 1/5 of total commodity shipments in the District. Miscellaneous
products shipments will a].sobe about 1/5 of all shipments in 1985, down from
28 percent in 1975.
In 1975, four pools/ports had roughly equal volumes of barge shipments,
and together accounted for 88 percent of all shipments. The pools are all
in the TtrinCities area - Minneapolis, Minnesota River, St. Paul, and Pool 2.
Each of these pools had from 20 percent to 23 percent of the I)istri.c.t total
shipments for 1975. The Minnesota River is projected to handle 35 percent ofall commodities shipped in 1985. None of the pools downriver from Pool 2
are projected to handle more than 5 percent of the District shipments in 1985,
and none had more than a 5 percent share in 1975.
Total shipments in the District in 1985 will require more than 12,000
barges. As shown in Table 15, about 7500 of
farm products, which is almost the number of
shipments in 1975. The Minnesota River will
these will be required by raw
barges required for District
take over 1/3 of these
shipments with 96 percent of these required for raw farm products.
will also require many more barges in 1.985than it utilized in 1975




Total receipts of all commodities are projected by pool in Table 16.
The 1985 baseline projection calls for 10.5 million tons of receipts at all
pools in the St. Paul.District, which is 11 percent greater than 1975. The
Twin Cities area is not as dominant in terms of total receipts as in total
shipments because of the coal requirements of downstream utilities. St. Paul
is projected to receive the largest volume of barge receipts, 2.9 million tons
in the 1985 baseline case, or 28 percent of all District receipts. Pool 9 is
projected to have the second largest share of District receipts, 17 percent or
1.8 million tons in 1985. Pool 3 and the Minnesota River will both have
receipts of 1.3 million tons, but no other pool has as much as 1 million tons
of receipts projected for 1985. The shares among the pools are projected to
be very similar to the 1975 data.
In the case of receipts, there is an even 50-50 split between coal and
miscellaneous commodities projected for the District in the 1985 baseline case.
This is shown in Table 14. Receipts of raw farm products are not significant
in the District, and were not projected for the 1985 baseline case.18
Total barges available from receipts are presented in Table 17. The
District, in total, will receive 688 additional barges from the projected
1985 baseline receipts than in 1.975. Pool.9 is projected to have 300 addi-
tional barges due to increased receipts over 1975 levels.
SCENARIOS 1A AND M
Scenario 1A differs from the 1985 baseline case in that it is assumed
that 1985 shipments of raw farm products will be 50 percent greater than the
volume of farm products projected for the baseline case. Scenario lB projects
raw farm products shipments at 50 percent less than does the 1985 baseline
case. Projections of coal,and miscellaneous product movements by barge are
the same in Scenario 1A and I.Bas in the basel.in~ case. The discussion of
Scenarios 1A and lB will focus on changes in raw farm products shipments and
their effect on total commodity movements. Coal and miscellaneous products
movement will be discussed only if they are impacted by the assumed changes in
farm product movements.
Raw Farm Products —
The commodity grouping of raw farm products includes projections of
oats, wheat, corn, and soybeans shipments by barge. Table 1 contains the
1985 volumes of raw farm products projected for both Scenarios 1A and 113. In
the baseline case, 10.8 million tons are projected for District shipments,
91 percent above the 1975 amount. In Scenario 1A, 1.6.2million tons of raw
farm products shipments are projected for the District in 1985. This sum is
nearly three times the amount shipped in 1975, and is 50 percent more than
the baseline projections. The absolute difference between the volume shipped19
out of the Minnesota River, 8.8 million tons in Scenario 1A, and tilenext
most important pool, St. Paul, is greater than all raw farm products shipm-
ents made by the entire District in 1975. The raw farm product sl~iprnents
from the Minnesota River in Scenario 1A are four times as large as all
commodity shipments made from the Minnesota River in 1975.
Scenario lB, although a 50 percent reduction from tilebaseline projec-
tion, is only a 4.7 percent reduction from actual. farm product shipments in
1975. The Minnesota River is the only port that will ship more than 1 million
tons under this scenario. St. l?aulis projected at just under 1 million tons
01 raw farm products. Even thoush the District total for Scenario IB and .1975
are not very different, there are shirts projected to occur among tileports.
The Minnesota River will increase its volume of raw farm product shipments by
27 percent from 1975 to 1985 in Scenario lB. Its share OC District farm
shipments under these conditions would increase L_rom41 percent in 1975 to
55 percent.
Table 2 presents the barge requirements for Scenarios J.Aand lB by
pool for raw farm products. in Scenario 1A, over 11,000 barges will.be
required for these shipments in the District, 6000 of them by the Minnesota
River. St. Paul is projected to require nearly 2000 barges under Scenario l.A.
In Scenario lB, the number of barges required for the District farm product
shipments will be 187 less than the 1975 requirements. l’heMinnesota River,
however, would still need over 2000 bar.gcs under Scenario 18. The District
barge requirements for farm products for Scenario lB are projected at 3720,
50 percent less than the baseline requirements.20
All.Commodities
Commodity receipts in the District for Scenarios 1A and lB are
identical to the baseline case. The receipts for all commodities by pool
for the baseline case appear in Table 16, and were discussed above, Shipments
for all commodities, including farm products, under Scenarios 1A and lB are
presented in Table 13. For the District as a whole, Scenario 1A projects
5.4 million additional tons in 1985 than the baseline case. The 22.9 million
tons of commodity shipments in 1A are 31 percent greater than the projected
baseline total of 17.5 million tons and 108 percent greater than the 1975
shipments.
For the baseline case, raw farm products were projected to account for
61 percent of the total baseline shipments for all commodities, as shown in
Table 14. This compares to 51 percent in 1975, and to 71 percent projected
for the 1985 Scenario 1A. Under Scenario I.A,shipments of all commodities
are projected at over 9 million tons for the Minnesota River, about 40 percent
of the District total; St. Paul will ship about 24 percent; Pool 2, 11 percent;
and Minneapolis, 8 percent. These four pools account for 83 percent of all
District shipments in 1A.
In Scenario lB, it is projected that total District shipments will be
12.2 million tons, 31 percent less than the 1985 baseline projection, but
10 percent greater than the 1975 total. Note that even if the baseline 1985
projections of raw farm product shipments are reduced by 50 percent, there
would be 10 percent more shipments under the assumptions of Scenario lB
than there were shipped in 1975. Raw farm products are projected in Scenario lB
to account for 44 percent of the total commodity shipments for the District.
St. Paul replaces the Minnesota River as the dominant shipping port under21.
Scenario lB, with 3.5 million tons, or 29 percent of tileI)istricttotal.
The Minnesota River is projected at 3.2 million tons, or 26 pc!rcenLof tile
total District shipments.
Table 15 contains the bar$.e requirements for all commodity sl~il]ments
under Scenarios 1A and lB. Scenario 1A is projected to require 3714 more
barges than the baseline case in 1985. The total District requirements in
Scenario 1A are 15,822 compared to 12,1.08 for the baseline case. The Plinncsota
River alone would need 6267 barges for the projected Scenario 1A shipments in
1.985,2030 more than in the baseline case. The total District barge requirements
in Scenario 1A are
Scenario lB




more than double tl~e1.975requirements.
needs only 8390 barges for all District snipping, which is
baseline case, but 764 more than the barges required for
The Minnesota River will need only 2200 barges under Scenario lB, about
many as under Scenario 1A. St. Paul is projected to require tl~emost
under Scenario 113,2420 in 1.985.
SCENARIOS 2 AND 3
In Scenarios 2 and 3, 1985 movements by barge of raw farm products and
miscellaneous products are kept at the baseline level while the assumptions
about coal movements are changed. Scenario 2 assumes that in addition to the
baseline case coal burning facilities, an electric generating facility con-
sisting of two 800 megawatt units will be located on or near the Mississippi
River near Wabasha, MN (Pool 5) and that a similar facility is located on or
near the river south of the St. Paul District. (Mile 600, which is 20 miles
north of Dubuque, 1A, was used as the location for computation purposes.)
These generating units will be designed to burn western subbituminous coal22
which will be mined in Montana and shipped to the Twin Cities area by unit
train. The coal will be transferred to barges in or near the Twin Cities above
Lock and Dam 2. Coal for one of the units will be transferred above Lock and
Dam 1. Each of the four 800 megawatt units is projected to require 2,850,000
tons of coal annually [7].
Scenario 3 assumes the baseline case requirements and that additional
electric generating facilities will he located as in Scenario 2. However, in
Scenario 3 the plants are designed to use bituminous coal available from
southern Illinois or Kentucky. This coal would be transferred to barges at
St. Louis or more southerly points and require locking through Lock and Dam 26.
Since this coal.would have a higher energy (BTU) content than western coal,
less fuel will be needed for an equivalent power output. Assuming 12,000 BTU
per pound coal, the requirement for each 800 megawatt unit would be 2,140,000
tons of coal per year.
Coal
The projected receipts of Midwestern coal for Scenarios 2 and 3 are
presented in Table 3. Scenario 2 is the same as the baseline case. The
projection for Scenario 3 has an additional 4,280,000 tons of Midwestern
coal required in Pool 5. An additional 4.3 million tons of Midwestern coal
is required below the St. Paul District at mile 600 in S&enario 3. This
would not affect District traffic but might have a favorable impact on barge
availability.
All pools are projected at the same levels in Scenario 2 as in the
baseline case. Pool 9 will receive about 42 percent of all the District Mid-
western coal receipts. In Scenario 3, however, Pool 9 would receive 18 per-
cent. Under Scenario 3, Pool 5 is projected to get about 61 percent of all
District Midwestern coal receipts.23
Western coal.shipments by pool. for Scenilrios 2 and 3 are presented
in Table 4. Scenario 2 shows 11.,416,000more tons of western coal shipm-
ents from Twin Cities area ports than .i.n the baseline case. However,
only 1/2 of these additional shipments wi.Ll. .Icavethe I)istrict. ‘1’Oblc 4
shows 2,854,000 tons of the additional western coal.bein~ shipped from
Minneapolis and 8,562,000 tons being sllippecl from St. Paul.or Pool 2 for
illustrative purposes. Current pllysi(’ill restrictions and environmental
considerations will preclude this c{uantityof coal being transshipped unless
substantial investments in coal llandJ.in{~ tc!rminalsare made [8]. Scenario 3
does not project any differences ~n western coal.shipments from tl~ebaseline
projections.
Table 6 contains tota~ coal shipments by pool, for wc’sternand Mid-
western coal combined. Simj.larly,Table 7 presents tot:}]coal receipts.
Total coal shipments are the same as the western coal sl~iprnents. Of tile
11 million tons of coal receipts proje{ted in Scenario 2, 29 percent is mi.d-
western coal.and 71.percent is western coal. Scenario 2 total coal receipts
are more than double the baseline projection. Scenario 3 projects 9.5 million
tons of coal.receipts, 78 percent Midwestern and 22 percent western. This is
about 1.4 million tons less than Scenario 2, but still is more than double the
1975 I)istrict coal receipts.
Tables 5A and 5B contain the coal barge requirements by pool for
Scenarios 2 and 3. Positive signs indicate that barges are required for
loading coal. Minus signs indicate that coal.barSes are emptied at terminals
on the pool.and may be available for return shipments of coal, or for cargo
such as grain after cleaning. This is especially true of barges involved in
long distance movements. BarSes used for short hauls within the Twin Cities24
area or within the District are likely to be dedicated equipment that is
returned empty. The cost of moving empty coal barges to locations where
cleaning can be performed, and the actual costs of cleaning make short back-
llauls uneconomical.
Tables 5A and 5B indicate that 2153 barges will come into District
ports loaded with Midwestern coal in either the baseline case or in Scenario 2.
Of these 965 are destined for the Twin Cities. This is a slight increase over
1975 shipments. These barges have all had long line hauls and are a potential
source of backhauls. In Scenario 3 there will be 5105 barges shipped into the
District with Midwestern coal, an increase of 137 percent over the baseline
case. The big increase in empty barges would occur below the Twin Cities area.
If used for backhaul.s the barges would probably be moved to the ‘fWinCities
empty. Furthermore, under Scenario 3 an addition 2952 coal barges would be
off-loaded in Pool 1.1,about 250 miles below St. Paul that could be a source
of empty barges for shipments from the District.
Tables 5A and 5B indicate that 2069 barges will be needed to transport
western coal from Win Cities ports in the baseline case and Scenario 3.
However, 1035 of these barges would he required for movement within the Twin
Cities area to the Minnesota and St. Croix River ports, and another 418 barges
would be required for shipments of western coal to downstream ports in the
St. Paul District. Only 606 barges are projected for shipments out of the
District. This compares with approximately 355 barges required for out-of-
District. movements in 1975.
Under Scenario 2, the total barges required for western coal movement
would be 9942 of which 4543 are sent out of the District. However, since
the increases in western coal shipments are to Pool 5 and ll)the use of dedica-25
ted equipment is likely. This will. greatly increase tilenumber of lockages of
empty coal barges being returned in the St. Paul.District but will nave l.ittlc
effect on river operations below Pool 11,
In summary, in the baseline case the total number of barges 01 western
coal shipped will approximately equal the number of barges of Midwestern coal
received in the District. Since 71 percent of the western coal is destined
for District ports, it is like.1.y that these western CO:lIbarges will be dedicated
and returned empty. It is probable then, that over 1500 line haul barges
which carried Midwestern coal into the Uistric.twill be available for llaul.ing
other commodities downriver in the baseline case.
Under Scenario 2 there is a requirement for almost 10,000 barges for
western coal. However, these barges will be primarily destined for terminals
in the St. Paul District and Upper Mississippi, and probably will be dedicated
to coal movements on that stretch. Whether the empty barges from the Mid-
western coal movement are used for other commodities, or western coal.,would
depend on circumstances such as ownership, cleaning costs, and relative
terminal locations. Under most circumstances, the small.movement of Mid-
western coal will be complimentary to downbound traffic.
Under Scenario 3, over 5100 upbound Midwestern coal bar;;eswill be
emptied in the District, and another 2952 will be emptied at mile 600. Only
600 line-haul downbounclwestern coal barges will be required for out-of-
district movements. Consequently, from 4500 to 7500 coal barges will have
to be sent south empty or loaded with another commodity as a backhaul. Since
most of these barges would be emptied below the Twin Cities, terminals in
Pools 5 to 11 and below would be ideally located to utilize these barges
provided adequate cleaning and terminal facilities were available.26
All Commodities
Barge shipments by pool for all commodities in Scenarios 2 and 3 are
shown in Table 13. Scenario 2 calls for nearly 29 million tons of commodity
shipments from the District, 11.4 million tons greater than the baseline
projection, or a 65 percent increase. Raw farm products are projected to
account for 37 percent of the Scenario 2 shipments; miscellaneous products,
13 percent; and coal, 50 percent. The corresponding baseline scenario shares
are: raw farm products, 61 percent; miscellaneous products, 21 percent; and
coal, 18 percent. Total receipts in Scenario 2 are projected at 16,244,126
tons, which i.s54 percent greater than the baseline scenario receipts for the
District. About one-third of the projected Scenario 2 receipts are miscellaneous
products receipts, and 2/3 are coal receipts. In the baseline scenario, the
receipts of miscellaneous commodities and coal are about equally divided.
Total Scenario 3 shipments of all commodities in 1985 are projected at
17.5 million tons for the District which is the same as the baseline scenario.
Scenario 3 receipts, however, are projected at 141 percent of the baseline
receipts, or 14.8 million tons. This is 1.4 million tons less than the projected
receipts for Scenario 2, since Midwestern coal has a higher energy content.
Slightly more than 1./3of the Scenario 3 receipts are miscellaneous products,
and the remainder are coal receipts.
In Scenario 2, coal dominates District shipments, accounting for 67 per-
cent of total District shipments, or 14 million tons. It should be stressed
that current conditions in the Twin Cities area would not allow such volumes
to be shipped without capital.investment. But if Scenario 2 actually develops,
then coal terminals will account for more shipments in 1985 than the entire
District had in 1975. In terms of receipts, Pool 5 would become the most27
prominent i.nScenario 2, with 6.2 million tons or 38 percent of the District
total receipts because of increased western coal receipts. 1’0015 receipts
in Scenario 2 are 12 times the baseline projection.
For Scenario 3, the shipments by pool are identical to the baseline
scenario. For receipts, however, there are 4,280,000 additional tons of
Midwestern coal.projected for Pool 5, so that a situation similar to Scenario 2
arises where Pool 5 is projected to receive more bar~ed tonnage tl~anany other
pool, or 32 percent of the District total. In the baseline case, Pool 5 is
projected to receive only 5 percent of all receipt-s. I%e receipts at Pool 5
for Scenario 3 are over nine times the baseline receipts projected for 1985.
Barge requirements for all.commodity shipments under Scenarios 2 and 3
are presented .inTabl.c15. The total required for shipments in Scenario 2
is 19,981 barges for the District, nearly 9000 at St. Paul ports. In
Scenario 2, St. Paul requires 5905 more barges than in tilebaseline projection.
Minneapolis will require 1968 more bar~cs for Scenario 2 shipments than for
the baseline scenario. For the total District, 7873 more barges are required
in Scenario 2 than the baseline scenario. There are no additional barge
requirements from the baseline scenario for shipments in Scenario 3.
The empty barges available from receipts are presented in Table 17.
The differences among Scenario 2 and 3 and the baseline case is primarily due
to Pool 5 coal receipts. Scenario 2 projects 4284 barges at Pool 5 which 3936
greater than the baseline. Scenario 3 shows 3300 barges at Pool 5 which is
2952 greater than the baseline case. ‘l’he District total from Scenario 2
receipts is 11,211 barges and from Scenario 3 is 10,227 barges. However, it
should be recognized that in case
of empty barges would not be avai
tional barges in Scenario 3 would
of Scenario 2, most of the increased number
able for backhauls while many of the addi-28
SCENARIOS 4 AND 5
Scenario 4 combines the assumptions of Scenario 1A and Scenario 2, i.e.
shipments of raw farm products will be 50 percent greater than the baseline
projections, and western coal shipments will be required for four 800 megawatt
electric generating plants, each requiring 2,850,000 tons of coal. Scenario 5
differs from Scenario 4 in that it combines Scenarios 1A and 3 rather than
Scenarios 1A and 2. Scenario 5, therefore, assumes that raw farm product
shipments will be 50 percent greater than the baseline projection, and that
Midwestern coal will be used at the four 800 megawatt electric generating
plants. Pliscellaneous commodity movements by barge remain at their projected
1985 baseline levels in both Scenarios 4 and 5. Scenario 4 represents the
largest foreseeable demand for District shipments in 1985. Scenario 5 con-
tains more complimentary elements, with upstream movement of coal barges and
downstream raw farm product barge movement.
All Commodities
Shipments by pool for all commodities in Scenarios 4 and 5 are con-
tained in the last two columns of Table 13. Scenario 4 projects 34.3 million
tons of commodity shipments for the District in 1985. This is 1.6.8million
tons greater than the projected 1.985baseline shipments. It is nearly double
the baseline case and is more than three times the 1975 level of shipments.
As shown in Table 1.4,the Scenario 4 shipments are divided among the three
major commodity groupings as follows: raw farm products, 47 percent or 16.2
million tons; miscellaneous products, 11 percent or 3.8 million tons; coal,
42 percent or 14.4 million tons. The shipments projected for Scenario 4 are
by far the greatest of any possible scenario. St. Paul alone would account29
for about 14 million tons of commodity shipments under Sc~’nario4, which
would be 41 percent of the District total .
The Minnesota River and St. l?aul. togetl~erwould contribu~e 2/3 of
all shipments in Scenario 4, or 23.1 million tons. This is attribut:lble to
the importance of the Minnesota River ports for tl~cprojected farm product
shipments, and of the St. ]’aul. ports Ior the projected western coal shipments.
Scenario 5 shipments are projeckcd at tilesame levels as in Scenario I.A,
which has been discussed above. The.total amount of shipments projected for
the District, 22,931,493 tons, is comprised of 71 percent raw farm products,
16 percent miscellaneous products, and 1.3percent coal. Silipmentsare 31 per-
cent greater than the baseline projection, and are more than double tile1975
level.
In comparing Scenario 4 and 5 shipments in Table 13, it is apparent
that only two ports differ. These differences are due to a sin~le commodity,
coal. The District total for Scenario 4 shipments is 11.4 million tons greater
than Scenario 5, all of it western coal shipments.
Total receipts for Scenarios 4 and 5 are presented in Table 16.
Scenario 4 receipts are identical to those for Scenario 2, and Scenario 5
receipts are the same as [or Scenario 3. ‘lheScenario 4 total is 16.2 million
tons of projected receipts, and the Scenario 5 total is 14.8 million tons.
These totals are 54 percent and 41 percent greater than the projected 1985
baseline receipts, respectively. The former is 6.7 million tons greater than
the total 1975 receipts , while the latter is 5.3 million tons greater than 1975
receipts. The breakdown by commodity group of total District receipts is given
in the last two columns of Table 14. Scenario 4 receipts are 33 percent
miscellaneous products, 67 percent coal and O percent raw farm products;30
Scenario 5 receipts are 36 percent miscellaneous products, 64 percent coal,
and O percent raw farm products. Although 1..4million tons more of coal is
required in Pool.5 for Scenario 4 than for Scenario 5, the primary difference
is the origin of the coal..
Scenario 4 projects requirements for 23,695 barges for total District
shipments in 1985. This is nearly twice the baseline requirements and is
substantially greater than any other scenario. Receipts for Scenario 4 arc
projected to provide only 11,211 barges, so that the gap between barges
received and barges shipped is quite large. Because of the great demand for
barges for shipments under Scenario 4, serious shortages could develop. As
stated earlier, Scenario 5 is much more complimentary, with barge requirements
at 15,822 for shipments and availability from receipts at 10,227.
USER CHARGE IMPACTS
Background —
Commercial waterway carriers do not pay any fees toward the operation
and maintenance (O&M) of the inland navigation system. By maintaining the
system on a toll free basis, the
to barge transportation relative
The legislative proposal to levy
Federal government provides a cost advantage
to other bulk commodity modes of transportation.
user charges arises from charges that the
Federal government ought nor.to be subsidizing the water mode by providing
the navigation channel at no cost. lle railroads furnish and pay taxes on
their roadbeds while trucks pay substantial license and fuel taxes which are
dedicated to highway expenditures.
The Mississippi River enjoys the lowest O&M cost per ton mile of any
segment of the inland waterway system, less than half the system average. It31
has been estimated that if user ehar~es are assessed on the basis of O&Plre-
covery for each segment, there would be virtually no change in volume flows on
the Mississippi [2]. However, if the user charge is assessed as a system-wide
average, then there may be some small.effect on waterborne commerce of the
upper Mississippi. The percentage increase in
would be small, and barge rates would increase
the total transportation bill
some 15-20 percent on the avera~c
[1.]. Surprisingly, the effect of user charges, on whatever basis, may be to
increase the barge traffic on the upper Mississippi by diverting it from big+
cost segments of the inland navi~ation system such as the Missouri.
Pending legislation would impose an initial user charge of $.02 per
gallon of fuel consumed in bar~e traffic.on all inland waterways. The user
charge would then be periodically raised by $.02 increments to $.08 per gallon,
which would recover about half of current O&M costs for the system-wide averace.
Assuming a movement of 400 net ton miles per gallon, the levy of a $.02
per gallon user charge results in $.00005 per ton mile, substantially below
levels which could affect traffic flows in the upper Mississippi. On the
assumption that the additional costs would be passed through the marketing
channels, the increase in the total transportation bill is estimated below
for the movements of major commodity groups associated with the St. Paul
District waterways.
Impacts
The impact of the assessment of user charges upon barged traffic in
the St. Paul District,
The dollar amounts are
traffic and applying a
is discussed using actual 1975 movements as an example.
derived by calculating actual tonmiles of 1975 barge
400 tonmile/gallon figure to obtain the gallons required32
by major commodity group. Table 18 presents the total estimated cost of user
charges assessed at 2, 4, 6, and 8 cents per gallon in 1975. The total esti-
mated for the 2 cent assessment is $.8 million, of which$.5 million would have
fallen on shipments going out of the District, $.3 million on receipts entering
from out of District, and $10,074 on movements within the DisCrict. For $.08/
gallon charges, 1975 product movements would have resulted in a total of $3.2
million cost to barge shipping, $2 million of it to shipments leaving the District.
The breakdown of $.02 user charges by commodity group is presented in
Tables 19 through 22. Table 19 also provides a useful comparison of tonmiles
among the three major commodity groups by shipments and receipts. In 1975 there
were 10.3 billion tonmiles of shipments from District ports, 8.8 billion of it
raw farm products. On the other hand, miscellaneous products accounted for the
largest share of tonmile receipts in 1975, 3.4 of 5.8 billion tonmiles. Coal
had 2.4 billion tonmiles in 1975 receipts.
The $.02/gallon charge would have fallen most heavily upon raw farm
product movements in 1975, costing $440,942 or more than 1/2 of the total user
charge, as shown in Table 20. Nearly all of this cost would have been assessed
on shipments locking through to destinations outside of the District. In
Table 21 the $.02/gallon charge would have meant S218,140 cost to miscellaneous
products movement, most of it on receipts originating from outside District.
For coal, Table 22 shows a $134,359 cost at $.02/gallon in 1975, most of it
on receipts from extradistrict origins.
LOCKAGE CONSIDERATIONS
The trip/lockage requirements for barged traffic on the St. Paul District
waterways was calculated using the data on barge requirements. The lockage
requirements presented below are the minimum possible outcomes given the33
volume projections for the baseline case and tilevarious scenarios. All
lockages were assumed co be double locka~es of 15 barges except for lockagcs
of dedicated tows made up of eight barges (intra-district traffic only) and
at Lock and Dam 1 where tows consisted of two barges. Trips on the Minnesota
River were computed using four barges per tow. Furthermore, the requirements
for raw farm products reflect an adjustment made to reduce the number of empty
barge lockages by assumin~ that empty dry cargo barges from upstream movement
of coal and miscellaneous products are utilized for downstream farm product
shipments whenever possible. The analysis focuses on Lock and Dams 1, 2, 3,
10, and the Minnesota River. Locks 4 through 9 normally have somewhat
less traffic than l,ocks 3 and 10.
Raw Farm Products
For raw farm products, two tables are presented, providing a comparison
of adjusted vs. unadjusted lockagc requirements. The unadjusted loclcages
show the total requirements when
upstream in order to accommodate
contains the unadjusted figures,
empty dry cargo barges must be shipped from
each pool’s farm product shipments. Table 23
with 994 lockages required at Lock and Dam 10
in the baseline case. However, after adjusting for the potential available
empty dry cargo barges used for other commodities, Table 24 indicates that
only 770 lockages will be required in the baseline case at Lock and Dam 10.
The actual requirement will probably be between the two tables,
Table 24 is pertinent to the discussion of lockage requirements for
raw farm products. In 1975, 322 IockaSes were required at Lock and Dam 10 for
shipments of raw farm products. In 1985, 448 additional locka,geswill be
required in the baseline case for these products. The biggest increase, how-34
ever, is projected for the Minnesota River where the commodity group required
802 trips in 1975 and will require an additional 1230 trips in the baseline case
for raw farm products. Scenario 1A calls for a further 1000 trips for raw farm
products in the Minnesota River over the 1985 baseline case. This would raise
the total required for raw farm products on the Minnesota River to 3050 trips.
At Lock and Dam 2, 478 more raw farm products lockages are required under
Scenario 1A than in the baseline case, and at Lock and Dam 10 the figure is
496 more lockages for raw farm products. The number of lockages required at
Lock and Dam 10 will then be more than 1200 for Scenario 1A, and at Lock and
Dam 2 there will be about 1100 lockages for farm products required in 1985.
In Scenario lB, the Minnesota River is projected to require more than 1000
trips for raw farm products, while all locks shown would actually require less




required for coal at each lock were composed of the
downbound western coal movements, an equal number of
lockages of upbound empty barges for western coal and the number of lockages
required to bring Midwestern coal up river. It was assumed that empty Mid-
western coal barges were cleaned and used to backhaul other commodities. An
exception to this is at Lock and Dam 1, where it is assumed that Midwestern
coal barges emptied in Minneapolis would be used for the downbound coal move-
ment when possible.
The lockage requirements for coal barges appear in Table 25. For the
1985 baseline case, nearly 700 lockages will be required at Lock and Dam 1,
most of them for western coal barges. This is about 1/2 the 1975 total.35
Similflrl.y, [or the Minnesota River, abollt500 trips will I>erequired, mostly
for western coal. ‘1’l]e 1985 baseline case is sl.ig\t\tLy 1~’ssthan 1975. ()~ller
locks shown in the table, I.ockand Dam 2, lock and Darn3, and Lock and Dam 10,
will have 335,202 and 224 lockages [or the 1985 baseline c:lse,respectively.
At Lock and Dam 2, the baseline projection calls for a 50 percent increase in
the number of lockages required for 1975. Nearly all.of these “lockasesare
required for western coal. Only Jock and Dam 10 will rccluiremore baseline
lockages for Midwestern than for western con].. Lock and l)om3 and Lock and
Darn10 will register only mild incrcas(!s rrorn1975 to 1985 in baseline Iockages
recluiredfor coal.
‘l’he l.ar~estpotential bottlenecks from pr~>jectcd CO(I.1 barges occur in
Scenario 2 and Scenario 4. Any analysis of barge activity in tl~e‘Itiin Cities
is quite sensi tive to the assumptions about Locations of 1.985rail to barge
coal transfer facilities. ExisEinG coal.transfer facilities in the ‘ltiin Cities
cannot handle the volumes OE western coal required under Scenario 2 without
capital improvements [41. Existing permits and state and federal air quality
regulations may preclude expansion of coal handling facilities and require rail
to barge coal transfers to take place at locations furtl~erdownstream. ‘1’Ilis
would have the effect of reducing conf:estionat Locks 1.,2, and 3 and probably
reduce fleeting needs in the Twin Cities metro arc+a.
Under Scenario 2 and Scenario 4 assumptions, coal barge traffic at
Lock and Dam 1 would increase by 285 percent over the projected 1985 baseline
case, requiring 2658 lockages. Minnesota River traffic would remain about the
same. Double lockages at Lock and Dam 2 would be about 8-1./2times the base-
line coal case in 1985, and single lockages would be the same as in the baseline
scenario. Six times more coal lockages would be required at Lock and Dam 3.36
Lock and Dam 10 coal lockages would be 235 percent greater than the 1985
baseline projections.
In Scenario 3, coal traffic by barge is projected at about the same
level as for the baseline case for locks above Pool 5. At Lock and Dam 10
the projections call for lockages of coal barges in Scenarios 3 and 5 at
227 percent of the 1975 level, and 187 percent of the 1985 baseline case.
Miscellaneous Products
Table 26A compares trip/lockage requirements of 1975 and 1985 barge
movement for miscellaneous dry cargo barges. Liquid tank requirements are
presented in Table 26B. Lock and Dam 1 will require over 700 lockages for
miscellaneous products in 1985, 644 for dry cargo. The projected dry cargo
lockages are 44 percent greater than 1975 levels. The Minnesota River will
handle an additional 88 dry cargo locks.gesin 1985, a 57 percent increase,
with no increase projected for lockages of liquid tank barges. Lock and Dam 2
is projected to increase dry cargo lockages by 86 percent to 177 lockages in
1985, with 198 liquid tank barge lockages required. Lock and Dam 10 had
105 dry cargo and 228 liquid tank lockages in 1975, and is projected to
increase the former to 198 and the latter to 258 required lockages in 1985.
All Commodities
The trip-lockage requirements for both shipments and receipts and for
all commodity classifications are presented in Table 27. For the 1.985base-
line case, the largest number of trips will occur in the Minnesota River.
Lock and Dam 1 will require about 1700 lockages for all commodities in the
baseline case, down from 2200 in 1975. For Lock and Dam 2, Lock and Dam 3,37
and Lock and Darn10, the lar~:estincrease in ~ockage requirements for tl}c
baseline case will.occur at Lock and Dam 1.0. The 1450 lockages project~d
for the baseli.nc case at Lock and Dam 1.0are 610 greater than the 1.975
requirements . Lock and Dam 2 will inc.reasc total lockngc requirements for
the baseline case from 526 to 1.360,and Lock and Dam 3 from 464 to 1204 l.ock-
ages .
TotaJ trip/lockaSe requirements for Scenarios I.Aand 113are also pr~!-
sented in Table 27. Under Scenario I.A,tileMinnesota River requires 1018
additional trips than in the bascl.inc projection, brin~ing the tot:]]. trips
required to 3828. ln I.B,the Minnesota }livcrrequirements arc 1014 less than
the baseline case, or 1796 in total. Under 1.A,tl~erequirement for locka[;es
at Lock and Dam 10 is nearly 2000 l.ockagesin 1.985. ‘1’llis is about 500 greater
than the baseline case. J,ockand Dam 1 is close behind Lock and Darn10 in
Scenario 1A with 1832 lockage rcquircrnents, LIp140 c)vcrtilebaseline projec-
tion. The total.Iockages for l,ockand Darn2 and I,ockand Dam 3 in Scenario 1A
are the least of tilelocks shown, with 1700 for Lock and Dam 2 and 1500 for
Lock and Dam 3. Under Scenario 111,tlheLock and Dam 1 l.ocka~crequirements
are 142 less than the baseline c:aseat 1550. None of the other locks is
projected to require more than 1000 l.ockagc:s under Scenario lB in 1985.
Scenario 2 calls for 3660 l.ockagesat Lock and Dam 1, 1492 greater
than in 1975, and 1968 above the baseline figure for 1985. Trips in the
Minnesota River are projected in Scenario 2 at the same level as in the
baseline case. Locks and Dams 2 and 3 will require 1050 lockages above their
baseline levels, and Lock and Dam 10 will require 526 additional lockages.
Compared to 1975 lockage requirements, the greatest increase in lockages
under Scenario 2 will occur at Lock and Dam 2, although Lock and Dam 3 and 1
also have large increases. Under Scenario 3, the lockage requirements for38
Lock and Dam 3 are identical to the baseline case because the increase in
Midwestern coal movements only increases traffic from Pool 10 through Pool 5.
Scenario 4 will require 3800 lockages at Lock and Dam 1, 2000 more
than Scenario 5, which is projected at only 140 more than the baseline case.
The trips required on the Minnesota River for Scenarios 4 and 5 are identical
at 1018 greater than the baseline projection. Locks 2, 3, and 10 are all
projected to require fewer lockages in Scenario 5 than in Scenario 4. The
differences are.1050 lockages each at Lock and Dam 2 and 3, and 526 lockages
each at Lock and Dam 10. Among these three locks, Scenario 4 will require
more lockages at Lock and Dam 2 than at 3 or 10, while Scenario 5 will require
more at Lock and Dam 10 than at 2 or 3.
Scenario 4 places many more requirements on all the District locks than
any other scenario. On the other hand, in terms of lockage requirements,
Scenario 5 is much closer to the baseline case, differing only by the increased
coal barge traffic at Locks 5 through 10.
Total Utilizations
Table 28 shows the projected time spent in lockages for the month of
August for the various scenarios. The lock utilization as a percentage of the
total hours in a month is also given. The lock utilization figure includes
not only the commercial requirements discussed above, but also anticipated
increases in recreational craft lockages. It should be emphasized that the
total time computed for lockages of commercial tows is the minimum possible
under current USCOE locking procedures. It was assumed that all barges were
full, that all single tows had eight barges and that all double tows had 15
barges (empty or full). Consequently, commercial lockages required less time39
for the 1985 baseline projection than for 1977 because more Iockages were
required in 1977 due to fewer barges per lockage. An estimate of the 1985
lockage utilization by recreational craft was obtained by increasing the 1977
recreational craft locking time at each lock by 50 percent [11].
In August 1977, the greatest utilization occurred at Lock and Dam 2
at 51.3 percent capacity. This was the site of the largest load of commer-
cial traffic. Lock and Dam 3 had the most recreational utilization in 1977.
Among the projections made for 1985, the highest percentage utilization in
all cases occurs at Lock and Dam 2. In Scenario 4, projected traffic at this
lock would actually require more hours than are available in a month. Lock
and Dam 2 is almost at 100 percent capacity in Scenario 2, and is at 3/4
capacity in Scenarios I.Aand 5. In the baseline case, Lock and Dam 2 total
utilization is projected at 65.6 percent of capacity. This is the most
severe potential bottleneck in the District.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
1. The projected 1985 baseline volumes are considered the most likely
level of barge shipments. This results in an increase in total barge shipments
of 59 percent over 1975 levels, primarily in raw farm products. An analysis of
the baseline scenario indicates no major new problems although existing problems
such as fleeting area pressures and locking queue time will intensify due to the
increased traffic. Although, under most circumstances, the requirements for
fleeting do not increase as rapidly as traffic, the disproportionate increase
in downbound farm product traffic under the baseline case and Scenarios 1A, 2,
4, and 5 will undoubtedly require additional barge storage areas, especially
during weak grain markets. The increased farm product export scenario (1A)40
presents problems similar to those of the baseline case, but of a greater
magnitude. On the other hand. traffic in the low farm product export
scenario (lB) is at about the same level as in 1975.
2. The effect of increased coal movements by barge will depend on
whether the coal is western coal moving south or Midwestern coal coming
north. Major movements of western coal will require a greatly increased
number of lockages and additional barges as well as fleeting areas. Because
of these requirements, it is recommended that any major new western coal
transfer facility be located below Lock and Dam 3. On the other hand, up-
bound Midwestern coal movements are generally complimentary with downbound
grain movements if adequate cleaning facilities are available.
3. Under existing (1975) traffic patterns, revenues from the pro-
posed fuel tax would amount to $ ,8 million at the $.02/gallon level and
$2.4 million at a $.06/g@llon level for all commodities shipped into or out
of the St. Paul District. User charges at a $.02 to $.08 level will increase
costs to shippers but should not cause a significant reduction in barge ship-
ments. Grain shipments would have accounted for over half the total fuel tax
revenues.
4. Lock congestion at Lock and Dam 2 may become a serious problem in
the near future. Under Scenario 4, the required time for projected August
lockages exceeded hours in the month. It is recommended that detailed study
of commercial and recreational lockage requirements of both Lock and Dam 2



















































































Raw Farm Products Barge Requirements
(1450 tons per barge)
1985 1985

















































































































































































aMfnus sign indicates net receipts.ft 5
TABLE 5A
Barges from Midwestern Coal Receipts



























































Barge Requirements for Western Coal Shipments



































































































































































































































Barge Requirements for Coal Shipments
(1450 tons per barge)
1985 1985








































Barges from Coal Receipts


































































Shipments (1450 tons Shipments (1450 tons













115,053 80 295,362 205
85,838 60 255,368 177
251,243 174 541,425 375
1,229,374 848 1,159,897 800
1,575 1 1,186 1
44,911 31 149,777 103
0 0 0 0
4,783 4 15,951 11
1,530 1 1,152 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 ——
1,734,307 1,199 2,420,118 1,67352
TABLE 10B





Shipments (1450 tons Shipments (1450 tons
(tons) per barge) (tons) per barge)
Minneapolis o 0 0 0
Minnesota River o 0 0 0
St. Paul 14,427 11 14,427 11
Pool 2 1,325,106 914 1,325,106 914
Pool 3 3,903 3 3,903 3
Pool 4 0 0 0 0
Pool 5 0 0 0 0
b
Pool 6 0 0 0 0
Pool 8 0 0 0 0
Pool 9 0 0 0 0
Pool 10 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 1,343,436 928 1,343,436 92853
TABLE 11A
Miscellaneous Products Receipts and Dry Cargo Barges from Receipts
pra~ectad




Receipts (1450 tons Receipts (1450 tons






























































Miscellaneous Products Receipts and Tank Barges from Receipts by Pool
Proj2<tr2L!
1975 1955 Ar.s::line .—_____
Eargc Ear~e
Requirements Requirements
Receipts (1450 tons Receipts (1450 Eons
(tons) (tons) par barge) per barge) —..—
Minneapolis 83,118 59 102,217 72
Minnesota River 107,438 74 109,706 76
st’.Paul 1,395,294 964 1,374,477 949
Pool 2 394,705 274 466,682 324
Pool. 3 6,318 5 6,107 4
Pool 4 532 1 630 1
Pool 5 22,527 16 54,316 38
pool 6 95,347 66 94,116 66
pool 8 100,741 70 120,741 84
Pool 9 36,168 25 87,207 60
Pool 10 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 2,242,188 1,554 2,416,199 1,67455
TABLE 12
Commodities as Percentage of 1985 Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous Total; Receipts and Shipments
% of 1985 Miscellaneous Total












Sand, Gravel, and Rock 24
5 Coke, Pitch, and Asphalt
Processed Agricultural Products 2
4 Building Cement
3 Iron and Steel





























a ‘he total percentage does not equal 100 due to errors in rounding.










































































































































































































































































































































































1975 User Charge Analysis
COAL, RAW FARM PRODUCTS AND MISCELLANEOUS PRODUCTS
Total Ton Mile Shipments from St. Paul District Ports:
Coal 458,240,149
Raw Farm Products 8,811,352,785
Miscellaneous Products 994,919,210
TOTAL 10,264,512,144
Total Ton Mile Receipts into St. Paul.District Ports:
Coal 2,371,555,089



















Ton Mile Shipments to Ports Outside District 10,063,024,341
Ton Mile Receipts from Ports Outside District 5,604,304,421





TABLE 20. 1975 User Charge Analysis
RAW FARM PRODUCTS























Ton Mile Shipments to Ports Outside District 8,809,552,345
Ton Mile Receipts from Ports Outside District 7,481,515





1975 User Charge Analysis
MISCELLANEOUS PRODUCTS ——.
‘1’otal Ton Mile Shipments from St. Paul District Ports 994,919,210











Ton Mile Shipments to Ports Outside District 937,846,336
Ton Mile Receipts from Ports Outside District 3,367,882,306





1975 User Charge Analysis
COAL
Total Ton Mile Shipments from St. Paul District ports 458,240,149











Ton Mile Shipments to Ports Outside District 31.5,625,660
Ton Mile Receipts from Ports Outside District 2,228,940,600
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and 1975.APPENDIX A
1975 Actual Commodity Movements
Tables showing tonnages and ports of origin and destination for selected
commodity movements in 1975 are presented in Appendix A. Tonnage figures are
shown for 1975 receipts of coal, and for 1975 shipments of the following com-
modities: (1) corn; (2) wheat; (3) soybeans; (4) oats; (5) coal; (6) gasoline;
(7) distillate fuel oil; and (8) sand, gravel.,and rock.77
APPENDIX A
TABLE A-1
Destination of 1975 Corn Shipments by Barge from St. Paul District Ports:




























(2740) Corpus Christi/W. End
(2800) Vicksburg
(2620) Mobile Harbor




(400) Lower Mississippi 1
Subtotal beyond St. Paul District




(410) Lower Mississippi 2






























Subtotal beyond St. Paul District 672,831



















Subtotal beyond St. Paul District





(410) Lower Mississippi 2
(415) Baton Rouge
(405) New Orleans
Subtotal beyond St. Paul District
TOTAL Pool 6 Shipments
pool 8 to:
(326) pool 15




(400) Lower Mississippi 1
Subtotal beyond St. Paul District



























Pool 10 to :
(405) New Orleans 68,422
(415) Baton Rouge 37,214
(2800) Vicksburg 1,560
(410) Lower Mississippi 2 318,176
(400) Lower Mississippi 1 31,699
Subtotal beyond St. Paul District 457,071
TOTAL Pool 10 Shipments 457,071
TOTAL St. Paul District Shipments 2,804,321
Subtotal tithin District o
Subtotal out of District 2,804,321
aParenthesized numbers correspond to Port Equivalents (PE) as defined by the Inland
Navigation Systems Analysis. The PE is included to eliminate any confusion associated79
TABLE A-2
Destination of 1975 Wheat Shipments by Barge from St. l’aul. District Ports:
Port of Destination by Port of Origin
Minneapolis to:
(344) pool 6
















































































































Subtotal beyond St. Paul District 1,007,634










































Subtotal beyond St. Paul District 640,336
TOTAL St. Paul Shipments 646,170
Pool 4 to:
(344) pool 6
Subtotal within St. Paul District
(415) Baton Rouge
(1345) Chattanooga
(410) Lower Mississippi River 2
(405) New Orleans
Subtotal beyond St. Paul District
TOTAL Pool 4 Shipments
pool 6 to:
(410) Lower Mississippi 2
Subtotal beyond St. Paul District
TOTAL Pool 6 Shipments
TOTAL St. Paul District Shipments
Subtotal within District















aParenthesized numbers correspond to Port Equivalents (PE) as defined by the
Inland Navigation Systems Analysis. The PE is included to eliminate any
confusion associated with pool identification..81
TABL,EA-3
Destination of 1975 Soybean Shi~ments hy Barge from St. Paul District Ports:










(2600) Mississippi River/Mobile Bay
(405) New Orleans
(410) Lower Mississippi 2
(4(30)Lower Mississippi 1
Subtokal beyond St. Paul District
TOTAL Minnesota River Shipments
St. Paul to:
(358-360) Minneapolis
Subtotal within St. Paul District
(2620) Mobile Harbor
(2600) Mississippi River/Mobile Bay
(410) Lower Mississippi 2
(415) Baton Rouge
(480) Memphis
(400) Lower Mississippi 1
(405) New Orleans
Subtotal beyond St. Paul District
TOTAL St. Paul Shipments
Pool 4 to:
(480) Memphis
(2600) Mississippi River/Mobile BaY
(410) Lower Mississippi 2
(415) Baton Rouge
(405) New Orleans
(400) Lower Mississippi 1





































(2600) Mississippi River/Mobile Bay
(405) New Orleans
(410) Lower Mississippi 2
(400) Lower Mississippi 1
Subtotal beyond St. Paul District
TOTAL Pool 6 Shipments
pool 8 tO:
(320) pool 18




(400) Lower Mississippi 1
Subtotal beyond St. Paul District
TOTAL Pool 8 Shipments
Pool 10 to:
(410) Lower Mississippi 2
(415) Baton Rouge
(2600) Mississippi River/Mobile Bay
(405) New Orleans
(400) Lower Mississippi 1
Subtotal beyond St. Paul District
























TOTAL St. Paul District Shipments
Subtotal within District




aParenthesized numbers correspond to Port Equivalents (PE) as defined by the
Inland Naviga~ion Systems Analysis. The PE is included to eliminate any
confusion assoc~ateclwith pool identification.83
TABLE A-4
Destination of 1975 Oats Shipments by Bar~..e from St. Paul District ports:



















Subtotal beyond St. Paul District








(445) Lower Mississippi 6
Subtotal beyond St. Paul District




Subtotal beyond St. Paul District




































Subtotal beyond St. Paul District
TOTAL Pool 8 Shipments
TOTAL St. Paul District Shipments
Subtotal within District









aParenthesized numbers correspond to Port Equivalents (PE) as defined by the
Inland Navigation Systems Analysis. The PE is included to eliminate any
confusion associated with pool identification.85
TABLE A-5
Destination of 1975 Coal Shipments by Barge from St. Paul District




















166,041 Subtotal beyond St. Paul District
1,935,331 TOTAL Minneapolis Shipments
Minnesota River to:
(338) pool 9 5,899







43,235 Subtotal beyond St. Paul District















303,921 Subtotal beyond St. Paul District




Subtotal beyond St. Paul District
TOTAL Pool 3 Shipments
Pool 5 to:
(358) Minneapolis
Subtotal within St. Paul District
TOTAL Pool 5 Shipments
Pool 6 to:
(356) St. Paul
Subtotal within St, Paul District
TOTAL Pool 6 Shipments
Pool 9 tQ:
(358-360) Minneapolis
Subtotal within St. Paul District
TOTAL Pool 9 Shipments
TOTAL St. Paul District Shipments
Subtotal within District
















aParenthesized numbers correspond to Port Equivalents (PE) as defined by the
Inland Nayiga~ion Systems Analysis. The PE is included to eliminate any
confusion associated with pool identification.87
TABLE A-6
Origin of 1975 Coal Receipts by Barge into St. Paul District Ports:







2,739 Subtotal within St. Paul District






25,611 Subtotal beyond St. Paul District
28,350 TOTAL Minneapolis Receipts
Minnesota River from:
(358-360) Minneapolis 652 671 _-.!———











253,379 Subtotal beyond St. Paul District
906,050 TOTAL Minnesota River Receipts
St. Paul from:
(344) pool 6 1,438




















(1303) Kentucky Pool 1
(1010) Green River Pool 2
(800) Kanawha
247,308 Subtotal beyond St. Paul District




Subtotal within St. Paul District
(302) Pool 27
(301) St. Louis





(1010) Green River Pool 2
Subtotal beyond St. Paul District
TOTAL Pool 3 Receipts
Pool 4 from:
(300) Upper Mississippi River
(1303) Kentucky River Pool 1
Subtotal beyond St. Paul District
TOTAL Pool 4 Receipts
Pool 5 from:
(358-360) Minneapolis 199,067
(356) St. Paul 15,750

























Upper Mississippi River 29,976
Meldahl Pool 4,650
Greenup Pool 1,745
Green River Pool 2 171,376
Subtotal beyond St. Paul District
TOTAL Pool 5 Receipts
Pool 6 from:
(300) Upper Mississippi River
Subtotal beyond St. Paul District








(1303) Kentucky Pool 1
(1010) Green River Pool 2
Subtotal beyond St. l’aulDistrict





Subtotal within St. Paul District
(302) pool 27
(301) St. Louis




(1010) Green River Pool 2
Subtotal beyond St. Paul District
TOTAL Pool 9 Receipts
TOTAL St. Paul District Shipments
Subtotal within District





















aParenthesized numbers correspond to Port Equivalents (PE) as defined by the
Inland Navigation Systems Analysis. The PE is included to eliminate any
confusion associated with pool identification.90
TABLE A-i’
Destination of 1975 Sand, Gravel, and Rock Shipments by Barge
from St. Paul District Ports:




(356) St. Paul 908,705
Subtotal within St. Paul District




Destination of 1975 Gasoline Shipments by Barge from St. Paul District ports:
Port of Destination by Port of Origin
St. Pgul to: Tons
(570) Chic San Ship Cl 6,200
Subtotal beyond St. Paul District 6,200










(301) St. Louis 1
(300) Upper Mississippi River
(480) Memphis
(570) Chic San Ship Cl.
Subtotal beyond St. Paul District
TOTAL Pool 2 Shipments
Pool 3 to:
(326) pool 15 1,100
(301) St. Louis 1 2,803
Subtotal beyond St. Paul District 3,903
TOTAL Pool 3 Shipments 3,903






















out of District 220,298
numbers correspond to J?ortEquivalents (PE as defined
Navigation SystemF Analysis. The PE is included to eliminqte
a~sociated with pool identification.92
TABLE A-9
Destination of 1975 Distillate Fuel Oil Shipments by Barge from St, Paul
District Ports:
Port of Destination by Port of Origin
St. Paul to:
(332)aPool 12
(301) St. Louis 1
(220) pool 48
Subtotal beyond St. Paul District









(301) St. Louis 1
Subtotal beyond St. Paul District

















TOTAL St. Paul District Shipments
Subtotal Within District




aParenthesized numbers correspond to Port Equivalents (PE) as defined by the
Inland Navigation Systems Analysis. The PE is included to eliminate aoy
confusion associated with pool identification.APPENDIX B
1985 Barge Shipment Projections
Appendix B contains the projections of commodity shipments for 1985.
There are eight tables relating to the raw farm product category, two each
for the following commodities: corn, wheat, soybeans, and oats. For these
commodities, there is one table for projected tonnage, and another for resulting
barge requirements. Projections were made for the baseline case, and Scqnarios
1A and lB.
There are seven tables presented which contain the individual commodity
projections comprising the miscellaneous shipments category. There $s one
table each for the following seven commodity classifications: (1.)sand, gravel,
and rocks; (2) coke and petroleum coke; (3) processed agr$.culpural products;
(4) ores, metal, and scrap; (5) gasoline; (6) distillate fuel oil; and
(7) residual fuel oil. Tonnage and barge requirements are combined on these




































































;!,804,321 5,476,654 8,214,983 2,738,32995
TABLE B-2





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































TOTAL 103 95 142 48102
TABLE B-9





Shipments (1450 tons Shipments (1450 tons
(tons) per barge) (tons) per barge)
Minneapolis o 0 0 0
Minnesota River o 0 0 0
St. Paul o 0 0 0
Pool 2 1,176,363 811 1,032,079 712
Pool 3 0 0 0 0
Pool 4 0 0 0 0
Pool 5 0 0 0 0
pool 6 0 0 0 0
pool 8 0 0 0 0
Pool 9 0 0 0 0
Pool 10 0 0 0 0 — —.
TOTAL 1,176,363 811 1,032,079 712103
TABLE B-10
Coke and Petroleum Coke Shipments and Barge Requirements by Pool
Projected
1975 1985 Baseline .—
Barge Barge
Requirements Requirements
Shipments (1450 tons Shipments (1450 tons
(tons) per barge) (tons) per barge)
Minneapolis o 0 0 0
Minnesota River o 0 0 0
St. Paul 77,892 54 142,674 99
Pool 2 53,011 37 127,818 88
Pool 3 0 0 0 0
Pool 4 0 0 0 0
Pool 5 0 0 0 0
pool 6 0 0 0 0
pool 8 0 0 0 0
Pool 9 0 0 0 0
Pool 10 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 130,903 91 270,492 187104
TABLE B-n





Shipments (1450 tons Shipments (1450 tons
(tons) per barge) (tons) per barge)
Minneapolis 108,604 75 280,509 194
Minnesota River 80,482 56 253,567 175
St. Paul 158,242 109 389,647 269
Pool 2 0 0 0 0
Pool 3 0 0 0 0
Pool 4 44,911 31 149,777 103
Pool 5 0 0 0 0
pool 6 4,783 4 15,951 11
pool 8 0 0 0 0
Pool 9 0 0 0 0
Pool 10 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 397,022 275 1,089,451 752105
TABLE B-12
Ores, Metal, and Scrap Shipments and Barge Requirements by Pool
Projected
1975 1985 Baseline -— .
Barge Barge
Requirements Recluirements
Shipments (1450 tons Shipments (1450 tons
(tonsj) per barge) (tons) per barge) —
Minneapolis 6,449 5 14,853 11
Minnesota River 5,356 4 1,801 2
St. Paul 15,109 11 9,104 7
Pool 2 0 0 0 0
Pool 3 1,575 1 1,186 1
Pool 4 0 0 0 0
Pool 5 0 0 0 0
pool 6 0 0 0 0
pool 8 1,530 1 1,152 1
Pool 9 0 0 0 0
Pool 10 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 30,019 22 28,096 22106
TABLE B-13





Shipments (1450 tons Shipments (1450 tons



































































Shipments (1450 tons Shipments (1450 tons
(tons) per barge) (tons) per barge)
Minneapolis o 0 0 0
Minnesota River o 0 0 0
St. Paul 8,227 6 8,227 6
Pool 2 328,250 226 328,250 226
Pool 3 0 0 0 0
Pool 4 0 0 0 0
Pool 5 0 0 0 0
pool 6 0 0 0 0
pool 8 0 0 0 0
Pool 9 0 0 0 0
Pool 10 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 336,477 232 336,477 232108
TABLE B-15





Shdpmerits (1450 tons Shipments (1450 tons
(tons) per barge) (tons) per barge)
Minneapolis o 0 0 0
Minnesota River o 0 0 0
St. Paul o 0 0 0
Pool 2 34,581 24 34,581 24
Pool 3 0 0 0 0
Pool 4 0 0 0 0
Pool 5 0 0 0 0
pool 6 0 0 0 0
Pool 8 0 0 0 0
Pool 9 0 0 0 0
Pool 10 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 34,581 24 34,581 24109
APPENDIX C
1985 Projections of Barge Receipts_
Appendix C contains fifteen tables, one each for the fifteen commodity
classifications p~ojected under the category of miscellaneous receipts. The
tables present baseline projections for tonna8e receipts and number of barges
for the following commodity classifications: (1) sand, gravel, and rocks;
(2) processed agricultural products; (3) building cement; (4) iron and steel;
(5) non-metallic minerals; (6) chemical products; (7) pitch and asphalt;
(8) gasoline; (9) distillate fuel oil; (10) residual fuel oil; (11) jet fuel
and kerosene; (12) crude petroleum; (13) nitrogenous fertilizer; (14) phosphorus
fertilizer; and (15) other fertilizers.110
APPENDIX C
TABLE C-1





Receipts (1450 tons Receipts (1450 tons
(tons) per barge) (tons) per barge)
Minneapolis 267,658 185 329,688 227
Minnesota River o 0 0 0
St. Paul 915,683 632 958,342 661
Pool 2 0 0 0 0
Pool 3 0 0 0 0
Pool 4 0 0 0 0
Pool 5 0 0 0 -o
POO1 6 0 0 0 0
pool 8 2,679 2 2,350 2
Pool 9 0 0 0 0
Pool 10 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 1,186,020 819 1,290,380 890111
J.LL
TABLE C-2





(tons) per barge) —-
Minneapolis 26,029 18
Minnesota River 48,043 33
St. Paul 62,766 44
Pool 2 0 0
Pool 3 0 0
Pool 4 0 0
Pool 5 !22,527 16
pool 6 0 0
pool. 8 0 0
Pool 9 36,168 25



















TOTAL 195,533 136 289,770 201112
TABLE C-3





Receipts (1450 tons Receipts (1450 tons
(tons) per barge) (tons) per barge)
Minneapolis o 0 0 0
Minnesota River 27,881 19 33,654 23
St. Paul 46,571 32 65,574 45
Pool 2 0 0 0 0
Pool 3 0 0 0 0
Pool 4 532 1 630 1
Pool 5 0 0 0 “o
pool 6 0 0 0 0
pool 8 0 0 20,000* 14
Pool 9 0 0 0 0
Pool 10 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 74,984 52 119,858 83
*
New plant using molasses for feed mix.113
TABLE C-4
Building Cement Receipts and Barges from Receipts by Pool
~~rg~ Barge
Requirements Requirements
Receiprs (1450 tons Receipts (1450 tons
(tons) per barge) (tons) per barge) .—.
Minneapolis 94,755 65 108,230 75
Minnesota River o 0 0 0
St. Paul o 0 7,586 6
Pool 2 0 0 0 0
Pool 3 0 0 0 0
Pool 4 0 0 0 0
Pool 5 0 0 0 0
pool 6 0 0 0 0
pool 8 75,772 52 75,772 52
Pool 9 0 0 0 0
Pool 10 0 0 0 0 .
TOTAL 170,527 117 191,588 133114
TABLE C-5





Receipts (1450 tons Receipts (1450 tons
(tons) per barge) (tons) per barge)
Minneapolis 22,533 16 47;978 33
Minnesota River 32,221 22 33,278 23
St. Paul 44,866 31 58,108 40
Pool 2 0 0 0 0
Pool 3 0 0 0 0
Pool 4 25,286 18 32,685 23
Pool 5 0 0 0 -o
pool 6 0 0 0 0
pool 8 1,911 2 2,470 2
Pool 9 0 0 0 0
Pool 10 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 126,817 89 174,519 121115
TABLE C-6
Non-Metallic Mineral Receipts and Barges from Receipts by Pool
Barge Earge
Requirements Requirements
Receipts (1450 tons Recei?:s (1450 tons
(tons) per barge) (tons) per barge)
Minneapolis 140,705 97 146,459 101
Minnesota River 206,779 143 301,902 208
St. Paul 75,331 52 107,131 74
Pool 2 0 0 0 0













pool 8 47,713 33 86,256 60
Pool 9 0 0 0 0
Pool 10 22,602 16 40,860 28
TOTAL 561,198 388 805,662 556
.—116
TABLE C-7
Chemical Products Receipts and Barges from Receipts by Pool
Bargz Earge
Requirements Requirements
Receipts (1450 tons Receipts (1450 tons
(tons) per barge) (tons) per barge)
Minneapolis o 0 0 0
Minnesota River o 0 0 0
St. Paul 53,896 37 57,906 40
Pool 2 241,655 167 318,513 220
Pool 3 0 0 0 0
Pool 4 0 0 0 0
Pool 5 0 0 0 -o
pool 6 0 0 0 0
pool 8 0 0 0 0
Pool 9 0 0 0 0
Pool 10 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 295,551 204 376,419 260
..117
TABLE c-8
Gasoline Receipts and Barges from Receipts by Pool
Projected
1975 1985 Baseline ——
Barge Barge
Requirements Requirements
Receipts (1450 tons Receipts (1450 tons
(tons) per barge) (tons) per barge)
Minneapolis 1,800 2 17,066 12
MinnesoCa River o 0 0 0
St. Paul 816,222 563 754,906 521
Pool 2 12,802 9 12,802 9
Pool 3 4,565 3 4,565 3
Pool 4 0 0 0 0
Pool 5 0 0 0 0
pool 6 49,649 34 49,649 34
pool 8 46,198 32 46,198 32
Pool 9 0 0 0 0
Pool 10 0 0 0 0 .—
TOTAL 931,236 643 885,186 611118
TABLE C-9





Receipts (1450 tons Receipts (1450 tons
(tons) per barge) (tons) per barge)
Minneapolis 30,777 22 31,158 22
Minnesota River o 0 0 0
St. Paul 218,618 151 187,942 130
Pool 2 9,472 7 9,472 7
Pool 3 0 0 0 0
Pool 4 0 0 0 0
Pool 5 0 0 0 0
pool 6 28,516 20 28,516 20
pool 8 42,765 30 42,765 30
Pool 9 0 0 0 0
Pool 10 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 330,148 230 299,853 209119
TABLE C-10
Residual Fuel Oil Receipts and Barges from Receipts by Pool
Projected
1975 19S5 Baseline .—
Barge Barge
Requirements Requirements
Receipts (1450 tons Receipts (1450 tons
(tons) per barge) (tons) per barge)
Minneapolis o 0 0 0
Minnesota River 16,486 12 16,486 12
St. Paul 14,576 10 14,576 10
Pool 2 60,198 42 60,198 42
Pool 3 0 0 0 0
Pool 4 0 0 0 0
Pool 5 0 0 0 0
pool 6 0 0 0 0
Pool 8 11,778 8 11,778 8
Pool 9 0 0 0 0
Pool 10 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 103,038 72 103,038 72120
TABLE C-n















































































Receipts (1450 tans Receipts (1450 tons
(tons) per barge) (tons) per barge)
Minneapolis 24,512 17 24,512 17
Minnesota River o 0 0 0
St. Paul 140,734 97 140,734 97
Pool 2 30,048 21 30,048 21
Pool 3 0 0 0 0
Pool 4 0 0 0 0
Pool 5 0 0 0 0
pool 6 0 0 0 0
pool 8 0 0 0 0
Pool 9 0 0 0 0
Pool 10 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 195,294 135 195,294 135122
TABLE C-13





Receipts (1450 tons Receipts (1450 tons
(tons) per barge) (tons) per barge)
Minneapolis o 0 0 0
Minnesota River 31,975 22 28,124 19
St. Paul 1,549 1 1,362 1
Pool 2 86,235 60 75,848 52
Pool 3 3,729 3 3,280 3
Pool 4 0 0 0 0
Pool 5 0 0 0 0
pool 6 21,754 15 19,134 13
pool 8 0 0 0 0
Pool 9 0 0 0 0
Pool 10 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 145,242’k 101 127,748 88
*
Liquid nitrogen comprises 47 percent of total nitrogen shipments.123
TABLE C-14














































































Receipts (1450 tons Receipts (1450 tons
(tons) per barge) (tons) per barge)
Minneapolis 2,502 2 2,213 2
Minnesota River 76,868 53 67,995 47
St. Paul 15,744 11 13,927 10
Pool 2 133,511 92 118,099 82
Pool 3 0 0 0 0
Pool 4 0 0 0 0
Pool 5 0 0 0 0
pool 6 65,513 45 57,951 40
pool 8 0 0 0 0
Pool 9 0 0 0 0
Pool 10 0 0 0 0 ——
TOTAL 294,138 203 260,185 18112.5
APPENDIX D
Inland Navigation Systems Analysis (INSA) Commodity Classifications
Commodity
Group Number Description












































Lubricating oils and grease
Liquified petroleum gases, coal gases,
natural gas, and natural gas liquids
Petroleum and coal products, not else-
where classified
Crude petroleum





Naphtha, mineral spirits, solvents,
not elsewhere classified
Asphalt, tar, and pitches
Coke, including petroleum coke
Asphalt building materials
Coke (coal and petroleum) petroleum
pitches and asphalts, and naphtha and
solvents
Sulphuric acid
Basic chemicals and basic chemical




Crude products from coal tar, petroleum,
and natural gas, except benzene and
toluene
Dyes, organic pigment, dyeing and
tanning materials
Alcohols
Benzene and toluene, crude and commer-
cially pure
Plastic materials, regenerated cellulose





Group Number Description Code










































Radioactive and associated materials,
including wastes
Drugs (biological products, medicinal
chemicals, botanical products and
pharmaceutical preparations)
Soap, detergents, and cleaning
preparations, perfumes, cosmetics,
and other toilet preparations
Paints, varnishes, lacquers, enamels,
and allied products
Gum and wood chemicals
Sodium hydroxide (caustic soda)
Nitrogenous chemical fertilizers,
except mixtures




Fertilizers and fertilizer materials,
not elsewhere classified
Copper ore and concentrates
Bauxite and other aluminum ores and
concentrates
Manganese ores and concentrates
Nonferrous metal ores and concentrates,
not elsewhere classified
Iron ore and concentrates
Pig iron
Slag
Iron and steel ingots, and other primary
forms, including blanks for tube and
pipe, and sponge iron
Iron and steel bars, rods, angles,
shapes and sections, including sheet
piling
Iron and steel plates and sheets
Iron and steel pipe and tube
Ferroalloys
Primary iron and steel products, not
elsewhere classified, including





21 Other primary metal 3321 Nonferrous metals primary smelter
products, basic shapes, wire, castings
and forgings, except copper, lead,
zinc and aluminum
Copper and copper alloys, whether or
not refined, unworked
Lead and zinc, including alloys,
unworked




3411 22 Fabricated metal
products
Waste/scrap metal
Fabricated metal products, except







Iron and steel scrap
Nonferrous metal scrap
Textile waste, scrap, and sweepings
Paper waste and scrap
Waste and scrap, not elsewhere classified




Clay, ceramic and refractory materials
Natural fertilizer materials, not
elsewhere classified
Gypsum, crude and plasters


























Glass and glass products
Structural clay products, including
refractories









































































Fresh fish, except shellfish






Oilseeds, not elsewhere classified
Tobacco, leaf
Hay and fodder
Field crops, not elsewhere classified
Fresh fruits and tree nuts, except
bananas and plantains
Bananas and plantains
Coffee, green and roasted (including
instant)
Cocoa beans
Fresh and frozen vegetables
Live animals (livestock), except zoo
animals, cats, dogs, etc.









Wheat flour and semolina
Crude rubber and allied gums




































Timber, posts, poles, piling, and
other wood in the rough
Pulpwood, log
Wood chips, staves, moldings, and
excelsior
Lumber
Veneer, plywood, and other worked wood





Pulp, paper, and paperboard products,
not elsewhere classified
Vegetable oils, all grades; margarine
and shortening
Molasses
aWaterborne Commerce Statistics Center